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Perspectives of Visualization Onboarding and Guidance in VA

Christina Stoiber, Davide Ceneda, Markus Wagner, Victor Schetinger, Theresia Gschwandtner,
Marc Streit, Silvia Miksch, and Wolfgang Aigner

Abstract—A typical problem in Visual Analytics (VA) is that users are highly trained experts in their application domains, but have
mostly no experience in using VA systems. Thus, users often have difficulties interpreting and working with visual representations. To
overcome these problems, user assistance can be incorporated into VA systems to guide experts through the analysis while closing
their knowledge gaps. Different types of user assistance can be applied to extend the power of VA, enhance the user’s experience,
and broaden the audience for VA. Although different approaches to visualization onboarding and guidance in VA already exist, there
is a lack of research on how to design and integrate them in effective and efficient ways. Therefore, we aim at putting together the
pieces of the mosaic to form a coherent whole. Based on the Knowledge-Assisted Visual Analytics model, we contribute a conceptual
model of user assistance for VA by integrating the process of visualization onboarding and guidance as the two main approaches in
this direction. As a result, we clarify and discuss the commonalities and differences between visualization onboarding and guidance,
and discuss how they benefit from the integration of knowledge extraction and exploration. Finally, we discuss our descriptive model by
applying it to VA tools integrating visualization onboarding and guidance, and showing how they should be utilized in different phases of
the analysis in order to be effective and accepted by the user.

Index Terms—User assistance, visual analytics, conceptual model, visualization onboarding, guidance

INTRODUCTION

he practical uptake of Visual Analytics (VA) approaches has increased
ubstantially in recent years. Similarly to what happens in any data
nalysis process—and VA is no exception in this respect—analysts
sing VA typically alternate between a data foraging loop, in which bits
f information are collected from a larger data pool, and a sensemaking
oop, in which hypotheses are generated and explored by making sense
f the data collected in the aforementioned process [44].

However, Pirolli and Card [44], who first described the sensemaking
oop, mention that this process is not free from challenges: a set of
ain points—or leverage points—typically affect the analysis and add
o its total cost if no solution is provided to alleviate them. For instance,
ollecting information comes at the cost of exploring sufficient portions
f the data and follow-up searches. Making sense of the data is limited
y the human working memory and the user’s attention span.

The literature published in the last decade can be seen as a gener-
lized attempt to mitigate such problems. Improvements in the visual
epresentations and the developments of modern visual interfaces are
ll meant to reduce the costs associated with data exploration and aug-
enting the human working memory. The advancements in the field

f machine learning have led to a plethora of “smart-agents” that aim
o expand the options available to the users, allowing them to “dis-
over the unexpected” while cutting down the effects of possible biases.
nowledge can also be reused and exploited to reduce the efforts of

nalyzing domain-specific problems, in which the threshold to gain
ew insights is usually set higher due to the initial knowledge required
o analyze the data in the first place.

Transforming data into insights and knowledge is a challenging and
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time-consuming process. What we can observe, though, is that t
success of any data analysis process relies on a small set of ingredien
(1) a well-designed user interface supporting effortless data explorati
(2) appropriate visual data encoding to account for the cognitive
pabilities of the human visual system and promote, in the best w
possible, the completion of tasks, and (3) a sufficient amount of know
edge, either in the user’s mind or externalized in a knowledge base,
make sense of the data.

These three ingredients, however, are often insufficient for succe
fully concluding the analysis. When the knowledge of the user do
not match the expertise required to perform the analysis tasks, the
is a knowledge gap that prevents the completion of the task. In rece
times, smart approaches, namely visualization onboarding and gu
ance techniques, have been studied to account for such situations a
to address different knowledge gaps.

Visualization onboarding and guidance are concepts easily und
stood, as they are also part of our daily experience. Imagine a cooki
recipe with a list of ingredients but no instructions. Depending on t
complexity of the dish, you might assume that flour, water, and eg
should be mixed to prepare the dough, however, this might lead to m
takes. Cooking instructions are a good analogy for guidance, clarifyi
what to do with the ingredients in order to reach the expected res
(the cake). Anyone with some cooking experience knows that ev
with detailed instructions, recipes are not always easily reproducib
How can the cook know, for instance, that the “light brown” color
the bread in the oven matches the one expected in the recipe? Th
onboarding is similar to detailed instructions and visual aids that a
used for recipes. When a person is able to follow these instructions a
reproduce the dish, the onboarding was successful.

Starting from this example, we argue in this paper that visualizati
onboarding and guidance are complementary and decisive dimensio
of any successful VA approach. While visualization onboarding a
guidance have received a fair share of attention in their own rig
they have not been considered together, nor has it been describ
how they concur to help the user complete any given task. In th
paper, we go in this precise direction, showing their different uses a
scopes. We build on well-known models to pinpoint the subtle (b
important) differences that characterize visualization onboarding a
guidance across domains, describe the scenarios in which it mak
more sense to use them, and show how they should be utilized for bei
effective and accepted by the user (Section 4). In Section 5, we discu
a usage scenario in which we apply our framework to the financ
domain, using Why/Who/When/Where/How questions and showi
how onboarding and guidance can facilitate two common tasks

with Author Details)
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INTRODUCTION

he practical uptake of Visual Analytics (VA) approaches has increased
ubstantially in recent years. Similarly to what happens in any data
nalysis process—and VA is no exception in this respect—analysts
sing VA typically alternate between a data foraging loop, in which bits
f information are collected from a larger data pool, and a sensemaking
oop, in which hypotheses are generated and explored by making sense
f the data collected in the aforementioned process [49].

However, Pirolli and Card [49], who first described the sensemaking
oop, mention that this process is not free from challenges: a set of
ain points—or leverage points—typically affect the analysis and add
o its total cost if no solution is provided to alleviate them. For instance,
ollecting information comes at the cost of exploring sufficient portions
f the data and follow-up searches. Making sense of the data is limited
y the human working memory and the user’s attention span.

The literature published in the last decade can be seen as a gener-
lized attempt to mitigate such problems. Improvements in the visual
epresentations and the developments of modern visual interfaces are
ll meant to reduce the costs associated with data exploration and aug-
enting the human working memory. The advancements in the field

f machine learning have led to a plethora of “smart-agents” that aim
o expand the options available to the users, allowing them to “dis-
over the unexpected” while cutting down the effects of possible biases.
nowledge can also be reused and exploited to reduce the efforts of

nalyzing domain-specific problems, in which the threshold to gain
ew insights is usually set higher due to the initial knowledge required
o analyze the data in the first place.

Transforming data into insights and knowledge is a challenging and
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time-consuming process. What we can observe, though, is that t
success of any data analysis process relies on a small set of ingredien
(1) a well-designed user interface supporting effortless data explorati
(2) appropriate visual data encoding to account for the cognitive
pabilities of the human visual system and promote, in the best w
possible, the completion of tasks, and (3) a sufficient amount of know
edge, either in the user’s mind or externalized in a knowledge base,
make sense of the data.

These three ingredients, however, are often insufficient for succe
fully concluding the analysis. When the knowledge of the user do
not match the expertise required to perform the analysis tasks, the
is a knowledge gap that prevents the completion of the task. In rece
times, smart approaches, namely visualization onboarding and gu
ance techniques, have been studied to account for such situations a
to address different knowledge gaps.

Visualization onboarding and guidance are concepts easily und
stood, as they are also part of our daily experience. Imagine a cooki
recipe with a list of ingredients but no instructions. Depending on t
complexity of the dish, you might assume that flour, water, and eg
should be mixed to prepare the dough, however, this might lead to m
takes. Cooking instructions are a good analogy for guidance, clarifyi
what to do with the ingredients in order to reach the expected res
(the cake). Anyone with some cooking experience knows that ev
with detailed instructions, recipes are not always easily reproducib
How can the cook know, for instance, that the “light brown” color
the bread in the oven matches the one expected in the recipe? Th
onboarding is similar to detailed instructions and visual aids that a
used for recipes. When a person is able to follow these instructions a
reproduce the dish, the onboarding was successful.

Starting from this example, we argue in this paper that visualizati
onboarding and guidance are complementary and decisive dimensio
of any successful VA approach. While visualization onboarding a
guidance have received a fair share of attention in their own rig
they have not been considered together, nor has it been describ
how they concur to help the user complete any given task. In th
paper, we go in this precise direction, showing their different uses a
scopes. We build on well-known models to pinpoint the subtle (b
important) differences that characterize visualization onboarding a
guidance across domains, describe the scenarios in which it mak
more sense to use them, and show how they should be utilized for bei
effective and accepted by the user (Section 4). In Section 5, we discu
a usage scenario in which we apply our framework to the financ
domain, using Why/Who/When/Where/How questions and showi
how onboarding and guidance can facilitate two common tasks
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ncial analysis: building a portfolio, and swing trading. The object
our analysis is the software Profit [1]. While we do not provide
ormation regarding design rationales for visualization onboarding

guidance (as discussed in our previous work [11, 13, 61]), our
rall goal is to support the understanding and the intertwining of
se two concepts to foster a well-considered usage of visualization
oarding and guidance techniques in practical scenarios, thereby
ucing the cost of making sense of data, as initially promoted by
olli and Card [49]. In summary:

• We present a descriptive model of how visualization onboarding
and guidance can be effectively integrated into the VA process
(Section 3).

• We confront the two concepts of visualization onboarding and
guidance and analyze their suitability in different analysis settings
using Why/Who/When/Where/How questions (Section 4).

• We describe a usage scenario of our model using the stock trading
VA tool Profit to show how visualization onboarding and guidance
can support users in different phases of the analysis (Section 5).

RELATED WORK

this section, we revisit the literature addressing the two topics of
ualization onboarding and guidance. Both of them typically also

on the presence of a knowledge base. Therefore, we complement
discussion by presenting knowledge-assisted VA as well.

Visualization Onboarding
ser Onboarding in HCI: The term ”onboarding” originates from

anizational theory where it is widely used and refers to the step taken
an organization to facilitate and socialize newcomer adjustment [37].

he topic of onboarding has received attention by the user experience
) practitioner community. Several blogs and articles present guide-
s and design inspirations for onboarding concepts [4, 24, 25, 27].
practitioner Hulik [67] defined user onboarding as “the process

increasing the likelihood that new users become successful when
pting your product.” [38]. Examples of onboarding design patterns
lude: instructional text, tours, progress bars, just-in-time hints, tips
ced in feeds of user-generated content, and interactive tutorials [4].
lik and Higgins [24,25,27] provide a set of guidelines and processes
ngage with the challenge of onboarding design and integration.

owards Visualization Onboarding: The process of mapping
a variables to visual channels is the central component of virtually
known conceptual models of visualization, such as [10, 68]. Under-
ding the visual mapping is key for the correct decoding of both the

ual representation and the underlying information. The other steps
the visualization pipeline—including data analysis, filtering, and
dering—also influence the appearance of the visual representation
need to be transparent and understandable for the user. Particu-

y for visualization-illiterate users in data analysis and visualization,
ever, this task is often difficult and prone to the risk of drawing the
ng conclusions or insights regarding the data [6, 7, 9]. Visualiza-
onboarding concepts can help users comprehend the visualization

cess and support learning. Stoiber et al. [61] define visualization
oarding as follows: Visualization onboarding is the process of sup-
ting users in reading, interpreting, and extracting information from
al representations of data.

isualization Onboarding Approaches: So far, there has been
e discussion about onboarding concepts for visualization techniques
VA tools. Tanahashi et al. [64] investigated top-down and bottom-

teaching methods as well as active and passive learning types for
tterplot, graph, storyline, and treemap representations. The bottom-
teaching method focuses on small, detailed pieces of information
ich students then put together to reach comprehensive understand-
. A top-down teaching method starts by presenting broad overviews
he students, thus helping them understand the abstract, high-level

parts of an idea which then provides the context for understanding its
components in detail [64]. Passive learning means that students only
receive the information, without participatory dialog. In contrast, active
learning describes an active participation. Their analysis indicates that
top-down methods were more effective than bottom-up methods. Addi-
tionally, their study showed that utilizing the active learning type with
top-down tasks proved to be the most effective. Kwon and Lee [39]
explored the effectiveness of active learning strategies. Three tuto-
rial types—static, video-based, and interactive—are used to support
the learning of scatterplot visualizations. They observed that partici-
pants using the interactive and video tutorials outperformed participants
with static or no tutorials. Ruchikachorn and Mueller [53] proposed
a concept of teaching by analogy, i.e. demonstrating an unfamiliar
visualization method by linking it to a more familiar one (see Figure 6)
They provide demonstrations of various visualization techniques, e.g.,
data tables and parallel coordinates; scatterplot matrix and hyperbox;
linear and spiral charts; hierarchical charts and treemaps. Yalçin [74]
presented the design of a contextual in-situ help system for the visual
data interface Keshif [36], called HelpIn, to explain the features of this
tool. Recently, Wang et al. [72] presented a set of cheat sheets to sup-
port literacy around visualization techniques inspired by infographics,
data comics, and cheat sheets in other domains.

Nowadays, most commercial visualization tools already integrate
some basic onboarding concept focusing on the explanation of features
IBM Cognos Analytics [29], for example, uses step-by-step tours with
tooltips and overlays for onboarding new users (see Figure 5). The
commercial visualization tool Advizor [30] uses more traditional textual
descriptions to explain the visual mapping for various visualization
techniques.

2.2 Guidance

Scientific work related to guidance goes back to the development of
the first human-computer interfaces [16, 17, 60]. In this initial phase,
guidance was mentioned only as an abstract guidelines for an effective
design of user interfaces. The term guidance has been used also in other
domains. For instance, in decision theory Mark Silver described how
to provide assistance through decision support systems [59].

Although using many different names, a considerable number of
guidance approaches have been developed even in the visualization
community. A preliminary work by Schulz et al., aimed at bringing all
such approaches under the common name of guidance and described
an initial set of characteristics they all had in common [58]. Among
many others, one renowned example of guidance are the Scented Wid-
gets [73]. The approach uses visual cues integrated into interface
widgets for guiding the user through the exploration of a large infor-
mation space. Gotz et al. [20] describe how to assist users in creating
their own visualizations and solve specific visual analysis tasks. The
approach automatically understands the user’s task by matching the
interaction patterns with a database of previously created visualiza-
tions and accordingly proposes improvements to the current design
More recently, Ceneda et al. [13] describe guidance to support the
analysis and exploration of cyclical patterns in time-oriented data. In
particular, the VA tool they designed is able to provide the user with
indications about the most prominent cycles to explore, the length of
the cycles and possible repetitions in time. More recently, a literature
review by the same authors categorized these and many other guidance
approaches focusing on the mixed-initiative nature of guidance meth-
ods [12]. Guidance can be, in fact, seen as a dual process in which not
only the system supports the user’s analysis, but also in which the user
supports and provide valuable feedback to the analytical system and
steer the analysis.

Although there has been much progress in the field, there is still a lot
of confusion about how to distinguish approaches that qualify as actual
guidance from those that do not. When it comes to guidance in VA,
the confusion might also originate from a vague definition of the types
of knowledge gaps that can be addressed by means of guidance [11]
For this reason, we propose a unified model, clarifying the extent of
visualization onboarding and guidance in VA.
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.3 Knowledge in Visual Analytics
he discovery, acquisition, and generation of new knowledge are the
ain goals of VA. According to Thomas and Cook [65, p. 42], the
nal task of the analytical reasoning process is to create some kind of
nowledge product or direct action based on gained insights. However,
his process is not always straightforward. When approaching data
nalysis, we can imagine that the user has a certain amount of prior
nowledge [14] that is based on previous experiences. We refer to this
s tacit knowledge [19, 71], as it is usually gained through incidental
ctivities and is mainly contained in the user’s mind. However, as
escribed in Section 5, in increasingly complex data analysis scenarios,
his knowledge is not sufficient to fully exploit the features of the
nalysis tools and, as a consequence, to solve all tasks and complete the
nalysis. This problem stems from a mismatch between the knowledge
equired to perform the task and the knowledge possessed by the analyst.
e refer to this issue as the knowledge gap [11,19,61]. Therefore, user

ssistance is intrinsically related to the generation of knowledge, in that
t actively contributes to the closing of knowledge gaps.

The process of closing a knowledge gap through visualization on-
oarding and guidance greatly benefits from the use of external sources
f knowledge. As previously mentioned, a certain amount of knowledge
s typically required to operate tools, namely operational knowledge
how to interact with the visualization system), and domain knowledge
how to interpret the content) [14]. This knowledge can be externalized,
tored in a database, and actively used to support the user when a knowl-
dge gap is detected [19, 52, 71]. We call this process externalization,
nd its output is explicit knowledge [19, 71]. Stoiber et al. [61] further
nhanced these two levels of knowledge: (1) domain (e.g., vocabu-
ary and concepts); (2) data (understanding the particular data type);
3) visual encoding (understanding the visual mapping); (4) interac-
ion concepts (for performing tasks and understanding relationships
etween the data); and 5) analytical knowledge (knowledge of different
utomated data analysis methods). Operational knowledge [14] can be
een as a combination of visual encoding, interaction, and analytical
nowledge [61].

We will use the aforementioned different types of knowledge to
how how visualization onboarding and guidance deal with them.

Domain Knowledge: This kind of knowledge is related to a spe-
ific field of interest (e.g., healthcare, journalism, cyber security). Each
omain has its own vocabulary [47] for describing the data, workflows,
onventions, and how data can be used to solve a problem [46]. Domain
nowledge is also an ensemble of concepts, intellectual tools, and infor-
ation resources that a user can draw upon to put the visualized data

nto context. An appropriate solution to a lack of domain knowledge is
knowledge base containing an externalized and computer-readable
ersion of such knowledge (i.e. explicit knowledge Kε ) [19, 70, 71].
ne example would be a collection of computer-executable medical

uidelines. On the one hand, onboarding techniques can use this knowl-
dge to support the user’s contextual understanding. For instance, by
escribing the vocabulary used, the domain’s conventions, workflows,
nd explaining why certain choices should be / have been made. On-
oarding might provide information as to why a particular treatment
lan was selected based on the results of a blood test. On the other hand,
he knowledge base can be exploited for providing guidance, for in-
tance, to support the discovery of insights, or to decide on future steps,
uch as choosing the next medical treatment [18]. Guidance might
rovide information on which treatment method promises the greatest
uccess for a certain evaluation result of a blood test in combination
ith the patient’s other key data.

Data Knowledge: The first step in any VA process is data selection
nd manipulation [35]. Therefore, when approaching a problem, the
ser must first possess knowledge about the data at hand. Onboarding
echniques tackle a lack of low-level information about the data, such as
nderstanding principles of the specific data format, data types, or data
tructure. In contrast, guidance leads the user through the VA process
or manipulating a specific data set as well as showing or highlighting
nteresting aspects of the data, such as outliers, missing data points,
ncertainties, inconsistencies.

Visualization and Interaction Knowledge: This type of know
edge deals with understanding the visual mapping [10] and the int
action with the VA environment. By avoiding confusion about how
use the provided interaction features, or which effects these inter
tions have, onboarding as well as guidance can fill a knowledge g
regarding the visualization or the interactions.

When dealing with interactive visual representations, onboardi
mainly addresses problems related to understanding the visual enco
ing and the interaction concepts, performing tasks, and understandi
relationships within the data. Typically, onboarding methods aim to
this knowledge gap by using contextual menus, labels, or tutorials,
that the user can understand their use and function [61]. In contra
guidance deals mainly with formalizing and structuring execution pla
using these controls and interaction means as building blocks. Th
guidance might be used to help the user gain new insights from t
visualized data, e.g., by highlighting deviations from normal medic
conditions in the blood test data indicating a specific disease.

Analytical Knowledge: This knowledge is necessary to und
stand the analytical methods that are used by the given VA approa
and how to set the parameters (e.g., machine learning techniques f
prediction or classification). The user needs to have a basic understan
ing of the analytical methods and their characteristics in order to
able to effectively choose, parameterize, or utilize them. This is whe
onboarding techniques come into play [61]. They establish a bas
understanding and introduce the user to the different possibilities
the analytical methods. Furthermore, assisting the user in choosi
the most appropriate of these analytical methods and parameters w
respect to the task at hand [8] is a typical usage scenario for guidan
Sometimes, this might also include the comparison of performan
metrics or an estimation of user preferences.

In this work, we describe how user assistance can benefit from e
plicit knowledge sources and contribute to the generation of new know
edge and insights. Based on the previously introduced terminolo
we further characterize knowledge in Section 4 by listing all possib
gaps that might arise during analysis and show how user assistance c
contribute to their resolution.

2.4 Model Building

Up to now, a number of papers have presented different methods deali
with the integration of knowledge in the VA process. Thereby, w
can distinguish between descriptive models and mathematical mode
In the view of descriptive models, Lammarsch et al. [41] describ
that the combination of automated analysis methods with interacti
visualizations is “a necessary step”. The framework by Sacha et al. [5
describes the process of knowledge generation based on three dedicat
loops (evaluation loop, verification loop and knowledge generati
loop) when a human analyst is using VA tools. Furthermore, Sacha
al. [54] have illustrated how uncertainties arise, propagate and impa
human knowledge generation processes by relating the concepts
uncertainty, awareness, and trust. A recent paper by Andrienko
al. [3] presents a framework in which the VA process is considered a
goal-oriented workflow producing a model as a result. Besides, Ch
et al. [15] proposed a general framework bridging the gap between V
and storytelling. They introduced a story synthesis phase that exten
the VA workflow with storytelling.

Van Wijk [69] presents a generic visualization model discussi
the cost and gains of VA as well as the integration of knowledge
the users side of the model based on mathematical equations. A
extension, Wang et al. [71] described in their paper that the integrati
of knowledge into the visualization process for solving analytical tas
is a fast growing area. By integrating the experts knowledge into t
visualization process, “the experts are more capable of performi
complex analytical processes” [71, p. 616].

The presented descriptive model (see Section 3) is also conceptua
grounded in the visualization model introduced by Van Wijk [6
as well as on the “Knowledge-Assisted Visual Analytics Model”
Federico & Wagner et al. [19, 70].
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. 1. The overview model of user assistance (drawn in black) shows the
orporation of user assistance U into the “Knowledge-Assisted Visual
lytics Model” [19] with connections to data D , explicit knowledge
, and specification S . The detailed model representation (drawn in
nge) shows that visualization onboarding O and guidance G are
tained in the user assistance U process. Additionally, O and G

utilizing options Opt , cues C or external resources Ext contained

he image I as well as the exploration E and the perception P
wn by dotted orange lines.

ummarizing, we discussed the work related to the three main topics:
ualization onboarding [61], guidance [11] and knowledge-assisted
[19]. Onboarding can support users in learning, and correctly in-
reting applied VA methods [61], whereas the intuitive or pervasive

ure [21] of guidance [11] supports users throughout the visual explo-
on. Additionally, with knowledge-assisted VA [19], implicit knowl-
e of the user can be extracted and provided as machine-readable
wledge used for various aspects of onboarding and guidance. In the
t section, we present the descriptive model in detail.

DESCRIPTIVE MODEL OF INTEGRATING GUIDANCE AND
VISUALIZATION ONBOARDING

promote a discussion of visualization onboarding and guidance
logies and differences and to foster a better design and integration
such concepts into the VA process, we present a general descrip-

model [5] combining and describing the aspects of visualization
oarding and guidance under the umbrella term of what we might
erically call user assistance (see Figure 1).
n order to illustrate the role of visualization onboarding and guid-
e in VA, we added the user assistance U element—containing
oarding O and guidance G —to the machine space of the model,
t is aimed at semi-automated generation rather than provided by a
an expert (see Figure 1). For providing user assistance U , con-

tions between extracted and stored explicit knowledge Kε , data D ,
the system’s specification S are needed. In particular:

. Data (data tables) is used as input for user assistance ( D → U )
(e.g., important meta-information, such as the dimensions of the
data, the included data types, and the data structure).

. Explicit knowledge is another potential input to user assistance
( Kε → U ). For instance, the knowledge gap of the current
user might be identified and closed based on the stored explicit
knowledge of other users. Thus, user assistance can be provided
with respect to the state of knowledge.

. User assistance and specification are connected in both directions
( U ↔ S ← E ) and the exploration state is an input to the
specification. For example, the current exploration state defines
the VA system’s specification. If the user needs assistance, the
current specification settings are used to determine appropriate
user assistance. Based on the assistance steps, the user interacts
with the system, thereby changing the specification.

Figure 1 shows the two user assistance U concepts, integrating
elements of guidance G and onboarding O , that are highlighted in
orange. Here, user assistance U is directed from the machine side
towards human perception P . The onboarding O and guidance G
processes both exploit similar input information. Based on their goals,
different types of assistance can be provided (see Section 4). In
the following subsections, we discuss how to integrate visualization
onboarding and guidance into the VA process.

3.1 The Integration of Visualization Onboarding
The detailed description of the onboarding process in combination with
all other elements is illustrated in Figure 1:

{ Kε , D , S } → O → { C , Ext } → P

Onboarding can be either directly integrated into the interface of
the VA tool in the form of visual cues C , or independently as external
source Ext —for example a website of the VA tool with instructional
material. Visual cues C for onboarding may be represented by tooltips,
annotations, overlays, labels, highlighting in contextual menus, etc. [61]
or, as presented in Figure 7, sticky notes. Additionally, external re-
sources Ext —commonly websites or documents describing the VA
tool—provide explanations based on screenshots, videos, textual de-
scriptions, etc. (see Figure 4). In general, onboarding methods support
the user in understanding different aspects of a VA system such as the
visual encoding, interaction concepts provided for the exploration E ,
the underlying data D , or analytic methods A [61]. Explicit knowl-
edge Kε may act as the basis for adaptive onboarding methods, support-
ing the closing of the user’s knowledge gap, for instance understanding
the visual encoding of the presented visualization technique.

3.2 The Integration of Guidance
{ Kε , D , S } → G → { Opt , C } → { P , E }

Different types of guidance might be advised for different users. For
instance, visual cues C could be provided that are either integrated di-
rectly into the visualization itself or as part of the analysis environment
Visual cues usually present a set of unordered suggestions on how to
proceed with the analysis. Other visual cues might be useful for orienta-
tion purposes, i.e., showing users where they currently are. Through the
perception process P (i.e., perceiving these visual cues), they help the
analyst to make sense of the data, and thus to gain insights. In addition,
guidance could be communicated by providing the analyst with vari-
ous options Opt of how to proceed with the analysis. Usually, these
options are ordered, for instance by importance, and help the analyst
to navigate through the exploration process. Finally, guidance could
also provide a step-by-step description of how to proceed. This kind of
guidance autonomously influences the specification ( G → S ) of the
visualization and of the analytical processes. In contrast to guidance,
onboarding does not provide any options giving concrete suggestions
on how to proceed in a given situation.

4 ASPECTS OF VISUALIZATION ONBOARDING AND GUIDANCE

A common goal of visualization onboarding and guidance is to sup-
port the user in effectively utilizing a specific VA tool. Besides this
common goal, however, they differ in the way they support it. While
onboarding is targeted at teaching the user how to use the tool, guidance
provides interactive assistance while using the tool. In the following,
we present aspects of visualization onboarding and guidance based on
five questions [22, 23]. Figure 2 gives an overview of the differences
and similarities of visualization onboarding and guidance and illustrates
how they complement each other.

Why do we provide visualization onboarding and guidance?
Although the general goal of both concepts is clear, different types
of support should be provided with respect to the context in which
it is required. In fact, visualization onboarding and guidance serve
different purposes. Users have difficulties interpreting and working
with novel visual representations or comprehending characteristics of
the underlying data. Therefore, onboarding mainly deals with providing
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onboarding
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onboarding
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onboarding
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How? visual cues options
onboarding
guidance

ig. 2. Aspects of visualization onboarding and guidance along the questions of Why do we provide visualization onboarding and guidance?, W
an benefit from visualization onboarding and guidance?, When to provide visualization onboarding and guidance?, Where to provide visualizati
nboarding and guidance?, and How to provide visualization onboarding and guidance?

ints to understand and get acquainted with the interactive visualization
nvironment—often before the actual use of the tool—or to tackle a
ack of general understanding during the first use. Moreover, guidance
ims at assisting the user in overcoming knowledge gaps regarding how
o find or reach a specific analysis goal during an interactive analysis
ession. Finally, onboarding mainly involves perception and interaction,
hereas guidance encompasses cognition and reasoning for knowledge
iscovery. Both concepts can help to reduce the costs of working with
n VA tool by providing assistance at different stages of the usage of
he tool.

Who can benefit from visualization onboarding and guidance?
ny user of the VA environment can benefit from visualization on-
oarding and guidance. In fact, the proper implementation of both
oncepts can be critical for a solution to support a wide variety of users.
ndividuals have different amounts of prior knowledge and therefore
ifferent knowledge gaps [11, 19, 61] when using a VA system to com-
lete a certain task. Visualization onboarding and guidance do not
arget the designer of the VA systems. However, designers can benefit
rom the descriptive model, as they can use it as a blueprint (described
n Section 6.2).

When to provide guidance and/or onboarding? Another im-
ortant difference between visualization onboarding and guidance is the
oment in which they are required (see Figure 2). Usually, onboarding
eans are offered immediately before or during the analysis, although
any of them take place during the first use of a specific element, for

nstance an introductory tutorial [61]. Guidance, on the other hand,
s provided mainly during the analysis. However, for guidance tech-
iques, this questions can be tricky to answer since all analysis states
re typically not known in advance. Guidance is especially beneficial
t the moment when the user has to make a decision [59].

Where to provide visualization onboarding and guidance?
his question aims at defining the locations where assistance should
e offered—either onboarding and/or guidance. Typical locations for
roviding both visualization onboarding and guidance are found in
he visualization environment itself [34, 62, 74] (i.e., integrated into

the visualization or as a separate component). An example of intern
onboarding can be seen in Figures 7 and 3. Kang et al. [34] present
approaches to help users get started with visualization interfaces usi
the sticky notes (see Figure 7) metaphor. Ymap is a map-based vi
alization tool where users can click on the map to see facts about t
selected area in a table. Additionally, they can select multiple are
and zoom in on the map. A dynamic query to filter the map accordi
to a list of criteria is integrated. A scatterplot that is coupled with t
map and table shows relationships between these criteria. However, o
boarding methods can also be offered externally [45,48,50,63,66]. F
instance, common external onboarding resources are websites of t
VA tool itself or offline documentations. A special case is represent
by learning environments [2, 53, 64]. These can be small games th
users may play before using an application in order to become famil
with the basic concepts or websites such as dataVizCatalogue [5
and FromDataToVis [26] which are libraries of different informati
visualisation types explaining the visual encoding. These learning en
ronments cannot be considered as internal or external, as they are n
directly related to the VA tool. For guidance, an external source wou
be represented by users providing assistance in real time during t
analysis. However, it is usually preferred to avoid additional users
sources of guidance since they may introduce biases. When this ha
pens, the necessary input for guidance should be adequately formaliz
and included in the knowledge base.

How to provide visualization onboarding and guidance? T
last and most important question is related to the modalities for prov
ing visualization onboarding and guidance. Answering this questi
correctly has a direct influence on the effectiveness of the provid
assistance. However, the ’how’ is context-sensitive and should the
fore be dynamically generated, while also considering possible us
preferences.

Onboarding procedures should be tailored to the users’ preferenc
Some might prefer videos or hands-on tutorials, while others mig
find textual descriptions or offline documents more useful [61]. A
example how to integrate onboarding using visual cues can be seen
the approach of Kang et al. [34] using the sticky notes metaphor. The
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. 3. The guided tour mode [74]: (1) The tour progress is visible, and
rs can direct it forwards, backwards, or to a specific step. (2) The
ltip of the main action, which is a mouse-over on a visual glyph, is
hlighted by color. (3) Additional tooltips describe the effect of this
ion on other interface components. (4) A detailed description of
topic presents an easy-to-read summary of tooltips and additional
rmation. Related topics and the context in which this topic applies
be viewed on demand as well.

s are context-sensitive and embed an onboarding method which
ports the users by highlighting the main functions of the interface.
sticky notes provide a series of steps to accomplish a task, such
ighlighting unconventional features or showing where to click in
interface). Furthermore, Yalcin [74] used overlays including a
bination of topic listing, point & learn, guided tour, notification,
topic answers for his approach. Once the help material is selected,

answer is presented in situ, that is, the material is fully integrated
the interface. Relevant components are highlighted, tooltips to

cribe the actions are shown, and textual instructional descriptions
provided to the user (see Figure 3).

. 4. External help website including videos, screenshots and instruc-
al text to explain the features of Microsoft Power BI [45].

ommercial visualization tools in particular make use of documen-
on/explanation websites with screenshots, videos, and textual de-
iptions [50, 56, 57, 63, 66]. In Figure 4, the external help website of
crosoft Power BI [45] is presented including videos, textual descrip-
s and instructional texts.
he degree of guidance can also be varied (i.e., low to high level

Fig. 5. Step-by-step tour in IBM Cognos Analytics [28] to onboard first-
time users on demand using tooltips and overlays to explain the general
features of the tool.

Fig. 6. Visualization onboarding by analogy. To introduce a spiral chart,
a linear chart is gradually morphed into a spiral layout [53].

of guidance) and should be chosen with respect to the users’ needs
Different degrees of guidance could range from visual cues for orienta-
tion to specific step-by-step instructions [11]. In general, using visual
cues serves the goal of providing subtle suggestions to the user who,
however, has the duty to discern and reason about them before blindly
following suggestions. For instance, Luboschick et al. [42] use visual
highlighting cues to indicate data cases that are worth analyzing based
on a heterogeneity metric, and hence, foster profitable data exploration
Streit et al. [62] present possible future analysis paths to the analyst
Ceneda et al. [13] provide suggestions of potentially interesting cycli-
cal patterns in time series data to users. Interesting cycle lengths are
highlighted directly in the interface widgets that are used for exploring
the data.

Guidance can also provide a set of alternative options for the next
analysis steps. The user may or may not choose to follow these options
A typical example of this kind of assistance is recommender systems
The recommendations produced by such systems are directly related to
the task the user is currently solving. In comparison to lower degrees
of assistance, like visual cues, such assistance is considered stronger
and directly tailored towards steering the course of the analysis. An
example of this kind of assistance is presented by Kandel et al. [32, 33]
In their work, they designed Profiler and Wrangler, tools for supporting
data profiling and transformation. The tool works by recommending a
set of useful functions to perform data cleansing and transformation
operations, based on the type of data that is analyzed. Another approach
that aims to redirect the analysis is presented by May et al. [44]
Their approach aims at assisting the user in exploring large graphs by
incorporating visual glyphs to direct the exploration towards inter-
esting areas of the graph, or towards data that has not been analyzed yet.

One of the least intrusive forms of guidance is exemplified by ap-
proaches improving the user’s orientation. In data analysis this typically
translates into supporting the construction of a mental map, which refers
to the ability of a user to build an internal representation of the data
under analysis. Guidance works by directly targeting the user’s per-
ception exploiting low-level information extracted from the dataset,
e.g., statistical values, and mapping such values to basic pre-attentive
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ig. 7. Sticky notes [34] used to onboard users to the Ymap tool. This is
n example of using visual cues to support users in understanding the
ain functions of the interface.

eatures, e.g., color hue, position, etc., drawing the user’s attention
owards certain data characteristics [12]. Such orientation cues could
e added on top of the visualization itself or in the interface widgets.
n both cases, the goal is to guide and address the interaction, foster
nderstanding, and take the first steps towards gaining insights. The
act that orientation guidance works at such a low level means that it
as to target basic human abilities. Typically, this involves the user’s
re-attentive skills. For instance, highlighting data items or parts of
he interface is typical of orientation guidance. The contrast between
he color hue or the color intensity of the highlighted elements and
he surrounding ones should immediately strike the user’s attention,
voiding tedious search operations. May et al. [43] show an instance of
uch a technique: they provide guidance to feature selection for model
uilding. This is achieved by changing the color hue, i.e., highlighting
f data columns that the system deems interesting.

While context-free visualization onboarding and guidance are
heoretically possible, they should be avoided as unspecific assistance
ight be even worse than doing nothing. In addition, the combination

f multiple types of assistance might be indicated. For instance, a
isualization tool could offer visualization onboarding to facilitate the
se of the visual interface, while at the same time providing guidance
ptions to complete a given task.

USAGE SCENARIO ON VISUALIZATION ONBOARDING AND
GUIDANCE IN THE FINANCIAL DOMAIN

n this section, we describe how visualization onboarding and guidance
an be effectively utilized to actively support domain tasks. To the best
f our knowledge, not many approaches in the literature describe how
o exploit and combine the full extent of visualization onboarding and
uidance support. However, we were able to identify multiple aspects
f visualization onboarding and guidance in the professional trading
nd stock market analysis software Profit (see Figure 8). Therefore, we
rovide conclusions regarding the financial domain from our descriptive
odel perspective along the Why/Who/When/Where/How questions

n Section 5.1, as we did it in Section 4 to show the general aspects of
isualization onboarding and guidance.

The financial domain is complex and hard to fully grasp, both in the-
ry and practice. It is riddled with jargon and tangles legal, economic,
nd political aspects that can be both national and/or international. The
tate of the art in investing is also never truly reflected in the published
iterature, for obvious reasons. Due to its competitive nature, it is not
n anyone’s best interest to reveal optimal practices because they might
rovide economic advantages. Furthermore, it is commonly accepted
hat there is a division between the types of stakeholders that make up
he economy (also known as “Wall Street vs. Main Street” [40]), which
an cause wildly varying pictures of what good investments are at any
iven time. In this section, we show how visualization onboarding and
uidance are essential for countering this complexity and providing
fficient VA for the financial domain.

In general, financial analysis is, broadly speaking, divided into Fun-
amental Analysis (FA) and Technical Analysis (TA). FA places em-
hasis on fundamentals, qualities or quantities that can be measured

about a stock, such as a company’s equity, its brand value, or the skill
the executive team. To figure out a good investment strategy, investo
can look at all data available to better gauge values. TA, on the oth
hand, assumes that the current price approximates the real value o
stock, all things considered. Its modus operandi is the visual analy
of graphs. It does not try to avoid overpricing, speculation, rando
events, and emotion as noise over the price signal. Rather, finding go
investments involves using it tactically. Therefore, it is a useful analo
to think that FA is more of a strategic tool, while TA is more tactic
FA believes that fundamentals are the true latent variables that cont
the price over time, therefore it plans to win a war. TA believes th
the stock signals have local behavior that can be predicted over shor
periods of time, allowing the user to corner the price and generate pro
over many trade battles. These two approaches are not exclusive, a
most investors will have a good understanding of both, while favori
one of them.

All trading tasks involve analyzing price behavior: inspecting t
past, gauging the present, and estimating the future. Figure 13 show
three optimal trading patterns over the same candlestick series, all
which involve buying and selling stocks and profiting from the pri
difference, but with different strategies or restrictions. From image
to c, the amount of actions performed increases, the estimated pro
increases, but so does the risk involved. These optimal patterns wou
not be achievable in a normal scenario, as it is impossible to determi
the exact behavior of the price series.

The object of our analysis is the software Profit [1]. It is the larg
platform for stock trading in Brazil, with over six million trades da
This is a considerable share of all BOVESPA (Brazil’s stock exchang
transactions at any given day. Profit’s target audience is person
traders instead of large institutions and hedge funds, which represe
the bulk of the financial volume. This makes it interesting for o
exposition, as it is tailored to ease novice users in the financial doma
into trading, which is reflected in the visualization onboarding pro
dures. Figure 8 shows Profit’s main screen when opened for the fi
time. This is the first dashboard presented to new users but it is high
customizable, with hundreds of choices between different interfac
indicators, buying interfaces, and views. With all the different para
eters and possible financial instruments to be displayed, the possib
dashboard configurations are virtually infinite. The main screen, ill
trated in Figure 8 shows the valuation of the Brazilian stock exchan
(BOVESPA) through the IBOV index in a candlestick chart. The read
might notice that it has the appearance of an analysis tool for tempo
data, but the complexity of the domain can already be grasped by t
amount of information displayed, and encodings which might be un
miliar, such as the candlestick chart used for displaying price variati
(Figure 12). Therefore, there is a need for visualization onboardi
and guidance to support the users in exploration tasks with the Pro
tool. To illustrate our discussion, we propose two trading tasks that c
be predominantly associated with FA and TA, respectively: buildi
a portfolio, and swing trading. Figures 9 and 10 show two deskto
configured to perform the respective task within Profit. In the fi
example, a stock is bought and held for a long period of time, to be so
for a small but safe margin of profit (Fig. 13 (a)). The average val
of a stock’s price tends to increase slowly over time, so holding w
probably result in gains even against local lows and fluctuations (i
the two drops in price between buying and selling). Swing trading,
the other hand, tries to use these fluctuations to benefit on many “b
low, sell high” trades over time, having a higher profit margin potent
(Fig. 13 (b)). Both personalized desktops shown in Figure 9 and
subtly reflect these particularities of the task. In the first one, mo
of the screen space is dedicated to identifying good candidate stoc
and there is no button for buying stocks visible, as this action is do
minimally and can be performed through a pop-up window. On t
right, however, an integrated component for configuring and placi
orders is strategically placed next to the graph.

5.1 Descriptive Model illustrated in the Financial Domai

In this section, we tie the two example tasks from FA and TA to o
Why/Who/When/Where/How questions and provide conclusions
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arding the financial domain from our framework’s perspective. In
igure 11, we present the aspect of visualization onboarding and guid-
nce compared to the two tasks of FA and TA, according to the aspects
escribed in Section 4.

Why do we provide visualization onboarding and guidance?
hen evaluating the financial domain from a VA perspective, such as

nderstanding the data, users, and tasks [46], two core aspects can be
ighlighted. First, it essentially uses time-series data, and second, most
asks have a standard key performance indicator: the profit. All the
iversity of investing and trading strategies will fall under the scope of
his umbrella, but they do not fully characterize what can be considered
ata analysis in the financial domain. A data journalist who writes
or a financial newspaper can perform the same tasks for analysis as
n investor, but only to gather information for publication, without
he commitment of trading and therefore without the risk. This is
n important distinction because it is evident that both visualization
nboarding and guidance for these two users (the data journalist and
he investor) in an ideal scenario would be similar, but cannot be the
ame.

When a task involves taking an action with risk, this should be re-
ected both in visualization onboarding (e.g., guaranteeing that the risk
nd its factors are clearly communicated) and guidance (e.g., provid-
ng options and plans to reduce the risk). Risk, together with the two
ore aspects discussed previously—time and profit—characterize the
nancial domain well as dimensions of analysis. Time and money are
xchangeable resources and risk modulates the efficiency or control
f these exchanges. Virtually all tasks in the financial domain involve
stimating time-profit-risk relations between entities (stocks, commodi-
ies, contracts, currencies, players, one’s portfolio), which amounts to
nderstanding the environment, and then maybe performing an action
hat alters that state (placing a buy or sell order). Since the market is
chaotic system, it is impossible to fully understand the environment

nd the consequences of one’s actions, so all measurements and actions
ontain some uncertainty.

In our example, the users of the Profit tool are investors performing
wo tasks: building a portfolio and swing trading. In Figure 9 and 10,
e provide the respective desktop to do the specific tasks. The goal of
uilding a portfolio is to select promising stable stocks that the investor
ill hold for a long time before selling. A user building a portfolio
erforms an exploratory analysis to find good candidate stocks, and the
resented desktop is optimized to help him or her find them. On the
ight-hand view, one can see stocks with larger volume, which can be
e-sold more easily in the future, and the ones marked in green present
lower risk since they have a positive valuation. In the bottom left

orner, the most popular stocks are displayed, while in the top center
eld, the user can monitor their portfolio evolution over time.

Swing trading, on the other hand, requires an active effort to identify
ood moments to buy and sell stocks. This desktop in Figure 10 then
hows different information about a stock that helps the trader identify
ot only good times to buy and sell, but also how much and which
tock. Besides the candlestick chart at the bottom enriched with moving
verage indicators, most of the data displayed is statistics about the
rder book, where buyers and sellers make their offers, and which is the
ctual engine behind stock trading. The price graph is an abstraction of
hat is happening in the book, indicating the average price of the last

rades that happened, which is generally a good summary of a stock,
ut it is far from the complete picture. A user operating this desktop
ill navigate this interface to gauge potentially good trades, then place
rders using the interface in the bottom right corner, and monitor them
oth on the graph and in the central view.

To successfully perform those two tasks, the investor has to have
ifferent types of knowledge Kε (see Section 2.3 for the different
nowledge types): domain knowledge about the financial domain, data
nowledge, visual encoding and interaction knowledge to understand
andlestick charts, treemaps, and line charts, and the different inter-
ction possibilities of the Profit tool. If there is a knowledge gap in
ne of those areas, visualization onboarding (gain understanding) and
uidance (gain insight) can help the user to overcome it ( Kε → U ).
ith the integration of visualization onboarding O concepts into the

Profit tool, we can support the users in understanding the domain, da
visualization and interaction. Guidance G can help the user to choo
strategies and support the exploration for building a portfolio.

{ Kε , D , S } → O , G → { Opt , C , Ext } → P

Who can benefit from visualization onboarding and guidanc
When we think about the two tasks of building a portfolio and p
forming swing trading with the Profit tool, visualization onboardi
can support new users of the tool (investors), but also experienc
investors who have never built a portfolio before or have no expe
ence with swing trading. Guidance can support long-term investo
and mid- to short-term traders in the respective tasks (data knowled
gap; see Section 2.3). An investigator, such as the financial journal
mentioned above, or anyone just wanting to perform some data analy
on stock data could also be supported by guidance for the first task,
it is largely an exploration task (data & visualization and interactio
in greater detail described in Section 2.3). To sum up, the financ
journalist or the investors using the Profit tool most probably don’t ha
a knowledge gap in the domain, as they are experts in the field. A g
in data, visualization, and interaction can occur.

How to provide visualization onboarding and guidance?
new user is offered the option of using the tutorial, which is compris
of nine steps. In Figure 14, we present four screenshots highlighti
specific parts of the tutorial. Profit integrates visual cues C (tooltip
with textual descriptions into three parts:

{ Kε , D , S } → O → { C } → P

These three parts are: learning how to take a position by configuri
and placing orders (steps 1 to 4, Fig. 14a), learning how to monit
and close ones position (steps 5 and 6, Fig. 14b), and learning how
explore more options and get support (steps 7 to 9, Figs. 14c, 14d).
the last step (9, Fig. 14d), the user is directed towards more in-softwa
onboarding tutorials (Visualization Onboarding /Onb), or to addition
study material available in multiple media.

{ Kε , D , S } → O → { Ext } → P

In the YouTube channel Ext , for instance, content is published da
with guidance on how to use the software for different purposes. The
onboarding concepts can be used to support the investor in building
portfolio as well as in performing swing trading.

Guidance G is not explicitly provided in the Profit tool. Howev
various supporting mechanisms support the user in building a portfo
or performing swing trading. In the light of our framework, this c
be considered as guidance. First, Profit provides different deskt
configurations the user can save, load, and share Opt . As exemplified
Figure 9 and Figure 10, this can be used to guide users towards suitab
setups for performing certain tasks. Furthermore, most componen
and indicators are hyper-parametrized, and this parametrization is ta
sensitive. Providing preset parameters for certain strategies and tas
is a weak form of guidance, which could be improved by dynam
user-centered recommendations. A user who has never used a certa
indicator, but is performing swing trading, for instance, might ident
this preset from the list and have a better chance at gaining insights f
this task.

{ Kε , D , S } → G → { Opt } → P

Finally, Profit provides a simulator that allows the user to replay t
behavior of a stock at a particular time, and test strategies. While this
not explicitly visualization onboarding or guidance, it provides supp
for both, as one can gain both understanding and insights from t
simulation. Testing a strategy on past data is strongly recommend
and unexpected results and patterns can be uncovered.
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. 9. The adapted desktop for performing the task of building a portfolio which we present as more in line with FA. Most of the screen space is used
isualize stocks to identify good candidates.

. 10. Swing trading desktops configuration, which is rather associated with TA tasks. In this setup, the screen shows different information about
stocks to find good times to buy and sell stocks to which price.

hen to provide guidance and/or onboarding? Visualization
oarding and guidance are required at different points in the data
loration with Profit. For the task of building a portfolio, visual-

tion onboarding can support first-time users or during use when
features are activated. Guidance can be used to choose the right

ameters for indexes and encodings, so that the user can easily search

for patterns. For the task of performing swing trading, visualization
onboarding of first-time users is even more important, as there is more
risk involved. Additionally, when some real-time event occurs, visu-
alization onboarding can be called up. Guidance, on the other hand,
is provided mainly at two times: before operation, for example while
selecting an interesting stock or financial instrument to operate; and
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Fundamental Analysis: build a portfolio Technical Analysis: perform swing trading

Type understanding the domain & understanding encoding, interaction, data

choosing strategies, exploration
identify interesting financial instruments to operate, identify important patterns

new users, experienced users how has never build portfolios
new users, experienced users how has never performed swing-trading

long-term investors
mid to short term tradors

first time use, when new features are activated
first time use, when new features are activated, when some real-time event occurs

in the interface itself; external sources

in the interface itself; external source

visual cues in the interface (tooltips); youtube, call center and websites

internal: loading special dashboards; external call center

while selecting stocks, monitoring portfolio growth
while selecting financial instruments to operate, during operation

understand gain new insight

user designer

before while

integrated external

visual cues options

ig. 11. Figure showing the comparison of two high-level tasks in the context of building a portfolio (Fundamental Analysis (FA)) and performing swi
rading (Technical Analysis task (TA)) in the Profit VA tool, respectively, according to the criteria described in Fig. 2. Exemplarily, for the question

hen to provide guidance and/or onboarding? guidance and onboarding can be provided differently. For example, guidance is integrated in the to
roviding user assistance while using the tool, contrary, onboarding also supporting users before actually starting the data exploration with t
rofit. In the light of the using the Profit tool for building a portfolio/performing swing trading the integrated onboarding concepts can supp

he user when opening the Profit tool for the first time, or when some real-time events occurs, and/or when new features are activated. Besid
guidance supports users while selecting stocks, monitoring portfolio growth (FA), and also while selecting financial instruments to operate.

uring operation, actively assisting the trading process by showing
otential entry and exit points for trades.

Where to provide visualization onboarding and guidance?
or visualization onboarding, the Profit tool integrates a nine-step
nboarding process within the main interface. Then, in the last step of
hese in-place onboarding instructions, the system points to additional
tudy material which is available in multiple media, such as additional
n-software tutorials, social media, and an integrated support hotline.
n the YouTube channel, for instance, content is published daily with
upport on how to use the software for different strategies. This can be
elpful while performing both tasks of building a portfolio and swing
rading. Most features also have a help component, which at first sight
an be considered pure onboarding, but can provide guidance when
inked to additional support content. For instance, if the user has never
sed Renko charts, and clicking the help button on a Renko chart of the
YZ index suggests an introductory YouTube video on this topic, this
ualifies as guidance.

In summary, there are many ways in which our framework can be
pplied to make use of visualization onboarding and guidance whenever
user has to interact with data to perform a task.

DISCUSSION & LESSONS LEARNED

n the following, we present lessons learned and limitations of our
escriptive model.

.1 Integration of Guidance & Visualization Onboarding
ur descriptive model shows theoretically how visualization onboard-

ng and guidance can be integrated into the VA process and how their

different components interact with each other (see Section 3). In term
of current approaches to visualization onboarding, we can list som
solutions of commercial VA tools, such as [34,50,56,57,63,66]. Wh
it comes to guidance, some approaches can also be found in the
erature [13, 42–44]. However, hardly any VA system integrates bo
concepts. Therefore, we present how visualization onboarding a
guidance can be integrated into a VA system to support users in t
financial domain based on a usage scenario with the VA tool Profit.
Section 5, we describe the use of visualization onboarding and guidan
along the five questions of our framework. We decided on the financ
domain as it is complex and hard to fully understand in detail. F
novices in the financial domain (e.g., in financial analysis or a journ
ist for a newspaper), basic concepts, terms and visual encoding (e.
sticks) have to be explained to successfully perform financial analys

Lessons Learned from the Usage Scenario: When applyi
the Why/Who/When/Where/How analysis to both tasks (Fig. 11) with
Profit, we can outline the differences and similarities between them, b
also between the visualization onboarding and guidance dimensio
On the ”Why” criterion, for instance, visualization onboarding a
guidance are diametrically opposed on the understanding/insight ax
but both tasks share the same motivation for visualization onboardi
The ”Who”, however, has both visualization onboarding and guidan
matching on the user/designer axis, but the user profiles are differe
Finally, the best way to distinguish both is in the ”How”, which c
be characterized well in the financial domain for the active operation
aspect (also linked to ”When”), even if it has the idiosyncrasy
providing human-based visualization onboarding and guidance throu
an external call center. In summary, there are many ways that o
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(a) (b)

. 12. (a) Basic anatomy of a candlestick chart with all its essential
ponents: opening price (O), closing price (C), highest (H), and lowest
The white or green color is associated with a rise in price (C > O),
a red or black color is used for a fall in price (C < O). The painted

a between O and C is the “real” body of the candlestick, and the lines
t stretch to H and L are its shadow or tail. (b) Comparison between
visually similar patterns, which have the same real body but highly

tinct shadows, and therefore represent different stories. Both candles
w the same positive price variation (C > O) but on the right, the price
illation was much smaller than on the left, indicating that market
timent is more stable on how to price this stock during the period.

ework can be applied to make use of guidance and visualization
oarding whenever a user has to engage with data to perform a task.

Descriptive Model of Visualization Onboarding and
Guidance

cording to Beaudouin-Lafon [5], models can exhibit three types of
racteristics: (1) descriptive: the ability to describe a wide range of
sting methods; (2) evaluative: enable the assessment of multiple
ign alternatives, and (3) generative: help in designing new methods.
r proposed model is of the descriptive kind (see Section 4), as it has
ability to systematically describe and present relevant aspects of

ualization onboarding and guidance.

essons Learned from building the Descriptive Model: Thus,
model helps visualization designers who can use it as a blueprint
future VA tools integrating visualization onboarding and guidance
ponents. First of all, they can decide on how and when to integrate

ualization onboarding or/and guidance into their VA system (see
ure 2). On the machine side of the descriptive model (Figure 1), the
igner can see that the data, for example, can serve as an input for the
nned onboarding. Furthermore, s/he can decide on how to provide
onboarding perceived by the user through integrating visual cues,
example.

Limitations
e limitation of the model is that it does not provide a step-by-step ar-
tecture (e.g., design patterns, algorithms, data structures) or concrete
ign guidelines for visualization onboarding and guidance concepts
., instructional material in the form of videos, texts, etc., highlight-
concepts for leading the focus to interesting elements in the VA

tem). Since this model is a high-level blueprint, another limitation
he possible depth of describing the user’s cognitive processes, per-
tion, and tacit knowledge generation. Moreover, additional research
ds to be carried out to extend the model beyond its descriptive nature

(b)

(c)

(a)
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Fig. 13. Distinct trading scenarios with the same candlestick patterns
but different strategies. (a) A stock is bought and held for a long time,
then sold. (b) Multiple trades are performed in the same period, taking
advantage of low and high price variations to optimize profit. (c) If
shorting is allowed, all movements can be turned into profit, but at a
higher risk. The rectangles encapsulate the space where each position
is open, and can be cues to understand the risk in each situation. Profit
can be determined by the difference in price between entering and
exiting operations, the orange arrows, which is essentially their vertical
component, indicated on the right by the dotted arrows.

to a more generative and evaluative one for visualization onboarding
and guidance.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we contributed a descriptive model of visualization
onboarding and guidance in VA. When it comes to such models,
we assess their differences and similarities along the questions of
Why/Who/When/Where/How, thereby leading to their effective and
thoughtful use in VA. We also show an application of the model in the
financial domain illustrating the importance of visualization onboarding
and guidance for an effective analysis.

The in-depth discussions and comparisons opened up several future
perspectives: (1) Effective assistance in the form of guidance and/or
onboarding during the visual exploration process needs to be evaluated
in more detail with a particular focus on real-world and real-time
scenarios. This calls for appropriate evaluation metrics and processes,
which are open challenges in VA [31]; (2) Visualization onboarding and
guidance concepts require flexible and adaptive approaches according
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A

C

DB

ig. 14. Screenshots ofProfit’s first-time user onboarding, which is comprised of nine steps. Here we show four out of nine steps: A Overview
he interface, the main graph and how to place orders. B Monitoring trading results. C In the financial domain, extreme importance is attached
ive support, which is why it is presented as an essential tool during onboarding. D Further options, both internal and external to the software a
rovided to proceed with the learning curve. The images are all in screen resolution to reproduce the users’ experience. They should be zoomed
n, and read left to right, top to bottom.

o the prior knowledge of the users, which could be determined by the knowledge gap, the kinds of exploration, as well as the interacti
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avior of the users; (3) Tacit and explicit knowledge are crucial for
ualization onboarding and guidance. Consequently, the reliability of
h knowledge needs to be assessed.
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